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Abstract: The reaction mechanisms of two inhibitors TFK+ and TFK0 binding to both the wild-type and
H447I mutant mouse acetylcholinesterase (mAChE) have been investigated by using a combined ab initio
quantum mechanical/molecular mechanical (QM/MM) approach and classical molecular dynamics (MD)
simulations. In the wild-type mAChE, the binding reactions of TFK+ and TFK0 are both spontaneous
processes, which proceed through the nucleophilic addition of the Ser203-Oγ to the carbonyl-C of TFK+ or
TFK0, accompanied with a simultaneous proton transfer from Ser203 to His447. No barrier is found along
the reaction paths, consistent with the experimental reaction rates approaching the diffusion-controlled
limit. By contrast, TFK+ binding to the H447I mutant may proceed with a different reaction mechanism. A
water molecule takes over the role of His447 and participates in the bond breaking and forming as a “charge
relayer”. Unlike in the wild-type mAChE case, Glu334, a conserved residue from the catalytic triad, acts as
a catalytic base in the reaction. The calculated energy barrier for this reaction is about 8 kcal/mol. These
predictions await experimental verification. In the case of the neutral ligand TFK0, however, multiple MD
simulations on the TFK0/H447I complex reveal that none of the water molecules can be retained in the
active site as a “catalytic” water. Furthermore, our alchemical free energy calculation also suggests that
the binding of TFK0 to H447I is much weaker than that of TFK+. Taken together, our computational studies
confirm that TFK0 is almost inactive in the H447I mutant and also provide detailed mechanistic insights
into the experimental observations.

1. Introduction

Acetylcholinesterase (AChE, EC 3.1.1.7) is a hydrolytic
enzyme that belongs to the serine hydrolase family. It plays
important roles during the course of signal transmission at
cholinergic synapses. The principal biological role of acetyl-
cholinesterase is the termination of impulse transmissions by
rapidly hydrolyzing the neurotransmitter, acetylcholine (ACh).1-3

Dysfunctions of AChE or other components of cholinergic
synapses are involved in several human diseases, including
myasthenia gravis, glaucoma, Alzheimer’s, and Parkinson’s
diseases.4-9 As a result, AChE has become an important target
for rational drug design.

The crystal structure of AChE is characterized by a deep
narrow gorge which penetrates halfway into the enzyme and
contains the catalytic site located near the bottom,ca. 20 Å
deep.10 Kinetic studies have revealed that AChE possesses a
remarkably high activity, with an ACh turnover rate of about
104 s-1 under physiological conditions, approaching the diffu-
sion-controlled limit.11-13

Similar to many other proteases, the catalytic triad in AChE
consisting of Ser203(200),14 His447(440), and Glu334(327) is
believed to be essential to hydrolysis. Each of these three
residues has a specific role in generating the nucleophilic
potential at the serylOγ. The replacement of any of them with
Ala can cause at least 3300-fold of activity loss.15 The detailed
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acylation reaction mechanism based on both experimental and
theoretical explorations16,17 is shown in Figure 1a. Ser203 and
His447 are believed to be directly involved in the bond breaking
and forming. Ser203 serves as a nucleophilic attacking site, and
the imidazole group of His447 acts as a catalytic base which
accepts one proton transferred from Ser203. However, for the
third residue in the catalytic triad, Glu334, its detailed role
remains elusive up to now.18 In previous studies, in addition to
maintaining the productive orientation of His447,19 at least three
different catalytic roles of Glu334 have been proposed. First,
the “charge-relay” mechanism suggests that Glu334 functions
as a catalytic base, which accepts one proton from theNδ atom
of His447;20-22 the second is a “low-barrier hydrogen bond or
short, strong hydrogen bond (LBHB or SSHB)” mechanism,
originally proposed based on NMR studies,23-26 in which a short
hydrogen bond betweenOδ of Glu334 andNδ of His447 (<2.65
Å) is thought to supply 10-20 kcal/mol “resonance stabiliza-
tion” to the transition state;18,27-29 recent experimental and
theoretical studies also pointed to a third possible mechanism,
in which the electrostatic interaction between the carboxylate
of Glu334 and the incipient imidazolium cation stabilizes the
transition state and intermediate.17,30-32 The proton is mostly
localized on His447-Nδ, and hence it is not participating in a
low-barrier hydrogen bond. When the proton hopping occurs,
it has a destabilizing effect on the intermediate.33,34

However, recent experimental mutagenesis studies have
brought new challenges to all the above proposed reaction
mechanisms.TFK+ (m-(N,N,N-trimethylammonio)trifluoroac-
etophenone (TMTFA)) (see Figure 1b), a common inhibitor to
AChE, can still react with the mouse AChE (mAChE), even
with the replacement of His447 by a hydrophobic Ile. In contrast,
its neutral analogue,TFK0, shows no apparent binding activity
to H447I mutant, while it shows slightly reduced binding to
the wild-type mAChE as compared toTFK+ (see Table 1).
Additionally, Ser229, which makes direct contact with the side
chain of Glu334, is believed to be essential to maintaining the
integrity of the catalytic triad; its critical importance for the
enzymatic activity seems unique to the cholinesterases.35

However, substitution of Ser229 with an Asn residue, at an
equivalent position in Zebra fish AChE, yields a protein with
no detectable catalytic activity.36 So far, how Ser229 is involved
in AChE acylation is still an open question.

In order to explore the enzymatic activity of H447I mutant
mAChE, as well as the role of Ser229 in the acylation reaction,
we have performed computational studies on bothTFK+ and
TFK0 binding to the wild-type and H447I mutant mAChEs,
using a combinedab initio quantum mechanical and molecular
mechanical (QM/MM) approach, as well as multiple MD
simulations. In our study, a water molecule is found to play an
essential catalytic role in place of His447 in the binding reaction
of TFK+ to the H447I mutant. Along with this water molecule,
Ser203 and Glu334 form a new stable catalytic triad. During
reaction, Ser203 delivers a proton to the water molecule while
the water molecule serves as a charge relayer to pass one proton
to Glu334. The QM/MM free energy barrier for the reaction is
lower than 8.0 kcal/mol. On the other hand, the water triad was
unable to be retained in the correspondingTFK0/H447I com-
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Figure 1. (a) Acylation mechanism in the wild-type AChE enzyme; (b) chemical structures ofTFK+ andTFK0.

Table 1. Rate Constants for Association and Dissociation of
Inhibitors TFK+ and TFK0 with Mouse AChEs Measured by
Experiments37,38 (Units of kon and koff are 109 M-1 min-1 and 10-3

min-1, Respectively)

wild-type mAChE H447I mutant mAChE

kon koff kon koff

TFK+ 980( 60 1.1( 0.3 ∼10a ∼1.0a

TFK0 2.2( 0.3 15( 1 N/Ab N/Ab

a Unpublished data.b There is no apparent binding affinity detected.
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plexes from multiple MD simulations, indicating thatTFK0

might not be able to stably bind to the H447I mutant. To further
validate our QM/MM calculations, we also used thermodynamic
integration (TI) calculations to investigate the binding energy
differences betweenTFK0 andTFK+ in both the wild-type and
H447 mutant enzymes. The TI calculations also suggest that
the binding ofTFK+ to both enzymes is much stronger than
the neutral analogueTFK0, which is consistent with experimental
observations as well as the above QM/MM calculations.

2. Computational Methods

2.1. Construction of Wild-Type Complex Models.Our starting
point is the X-ray structure of AChE-TFK+ complex (PDB code:
2H9Y),39 in which a covalent bond is formed between TFK+ and
Ser203-Oγ (denoted as the [W-T+] model40). Missing hydrogen atoms
for the protein were added via InsightII,41 while hydrogens for conserved
crystal waters were added and optimized by WHATIF.42 For histidine
residues, calculations of the local electrostatic microenvironment and
the effective pKa with WHATIF indicated that His447 should be
protonated on bothNε and Nδ, while the others are neutral residues:
HID381, HID387, HID405 withNδ protonated; HIE212, HIE223,
HIE284, HIE287, HIE393, HIE432 withNε protonated. The [W-T0]
model was obtained by manually modifying TFK+ to its neutral
analogue TFK0. The atomic charges for both TFK+ and TFK0 as well
as Ser-TFK+ and Ser-TFK0 were derived by fitting to HF/6-31G*
electrostatic potentials (ESP) using the RESP module. Other force
parameters for TFK+ and TFK0 were adapted from the standard force
field by following the general parametrization procedures outlined in
the AMBER manual.43,44

After relaxing the added atoms in the gas phase, each structure was
immersed in a cubic TIP3P water box and neutralized by addition of
Na+ counterions using the AMBER Leap module. This led to the
[W-T+] simulation system of 70 017 atoms and [W-T0] simulation
system of 72 598 atoms, respectively. MD simulations were conducted
in the NPT ensemble at 300 K and 1 atm. The SHAKE algorithm45

was used to constrain all bond lengths involving hydrogens. A 10.0 Å
cutoff was used for nonbonded interactions; the neighbor pair list was
updated every 10 steps. The long-range electrostatic interactions were
treated with the Particle Mesh Ewald method.46 The two prepared
systems were first equilibrated with a series of minimizations inter-
spersed by short MD simulations, and then extended to 10 ns MD
simulations.

In each MD simulation trajectory, two snapshots, one from the first
1 ns and one from the last 1 ns, were selected for the following QM/
MM investigations. These selected structures were first minimized using
the MM method and then optimized with the B3LYP(6-31G*) QM/
MM calculations using an iterative minimization approach,47 finally
leading to four [W-T+] and [W-T0] structures.

2.2. Construction of H447I Mutant Complex Models.Since there
is no crystal structure of the H447I mutant so far, we tried two

approaches to prepare the initial noncovalent complex structure of
H447I andTFK+ (denoted as the [M‚T+] model). The first approach is
to use the multiple docking approach introduced by Kua et al.48 His447
in the apo mAChE crystal structure (PDB code: 1J06) was manually
modified to Ile, and thenTFK+ was docked into 1000 snapshots evenly
chosen from the last 1 ns trajectory of a 10 ns apo H447I mutant MD
simulation. The Autodock 3.0 program49 was used for all the docking
studies. The search method used was the Lamarckian genetic algorithm
(LGA) set at level 2 with the top six structures reported. Finally,
according to the criteria suggested in Kua et al.,48 the best six complex
structures were selected and immersed into explicit water boxes, and
subsequent MD simulations were set up to relax each system. To
preventTFK+ dislocation from the esteratic binding site, a 20.0 kcal/
(mol‚Å2) harmonic restraint between the carbonyl-C ofTFK+ and
Ser203-Oγ was applied during simulations. The second approach is to
start from the noncovalent [W‚T+] structure obtained from our QM/
MM calculations of the wild-type enzyme withTFK+ (see below for
details) and then manually replace HID447 (Note: TheNε proton
originally in the [W-T+] complex is transferred to Ser203 in the [W‚
T+] model after the QM/MM run) with Ile. Another MD simulation of
the resulting system was then set up by following the same procedure
as outlined in the first approach. The total number of atoms in these
seven MD simulations is around 70 000-75 000. Similarly, seven initial
models of H447I andTFK0 ([M‚T0]) were obtained with the same
procedure. Additionally, an eighth [M‚T0] model was obtained by
directly modifying TFK+ to TFK0 in one of the [M‚T+] models.
Therefore, a total of eight [M‚T0] models were prepared and subjected
to further theoretical investigations.

2.3. QM/MM Free Energy Calculations.The pseudobondab initio
QM/MM approach47,50has achieved great success in accurate modeling
of the chemistry at an enzyme active site while properly including the
effects of the enzymatic environment. It has been applied to various
enzyme reactions, including enolase,51 acetylcholinesterase,17 4-oxalo-
crotonate tautomerase,52 kinase,53 and methyltransferase.54 Free energies
along the reaction coordinates can be determined by free energy
perturbation (FEP) calculations with the harmonic approximation.47,55

The effect of enzyme dynamics can be taken into account by using the
ensemble of enzyme-substrate complex structures sampled from an
MD simulation as initial structures for QM/MM calculations.54,56,57

The QM/MM approach divides the whole enzyme-substrate system
into a QM and an MM subsystem. The active site of the enzyme was
described by a QM Hamiltonian, and the influence of the remainders
of the protein and the solvent was included via a coupled MM potential.
The code combining the modified Gaussian 9858 and Tinker 3.659 was
utilized for all the calculations. With the reaction coordinate driving
(RCD) method, an efficient iterative restrained optimization procedure47

was repeatedly applied to all the chosen points along the reaction
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coordinate, resulting in a minimum energy path. For each identified
stationary point, the large MM subsystem was relaxed with the truncated
Newton method in Cartesian coordinates, while the small QM
subsystem was treated using the quasi-Newton minimizer at the B3LYP/
6-31G* level in redundant internal coordinates, and the corresponding
vibrational frequencies were determined. The contribution of the QM
subsystem fluctuation to free energy change was then calculated with
the obtained frequencies using a harmonic approximation. Finally, the
free energy changes associated with QM/MM interactions along the
reaction path were determined by FEP calculations. In FEP calculations,
sampling of the MM subsystem was carried out with the QM subsystem
frozen at different states along the reaction path. The total free energy
difference between any two points A and B along the reaction
coordinate was obtained by adding up the contributions of the QM
subsystem energy difference∆Eqm(A f B), the QM fluctuation to the
free energy difference∆Fqm

fluc(A f B), and the free energy change
associated with the QM/MM interaction∆Fqm/mm(A f B).47,54

For the QM/MM calculations on the [W-T+] and [W-T0] models,
the QM subsystem consists of the side chain of Ser-TFK+ (or Ser-
TFK0), and HIP447 (bothNε and Nδ are protonated) and Glu334,
resulting in a total of 57 QM atoms. The boundary between the QM
and MM subsystems was treated using the pseudobond approach.50 All
other atoms are described by the classical MM force fields. Similarly
to the ACh-mAChE acylation QM/MM calculation,17,56 the reaction
coordinate was chosen to bedC-O + dN-H - dO-H that represents
simultaneous bond breaking of carbonyl-C in Ser-TFK+ (or Ser-TFK0)
and serylOγ and a bond forming between Ser203 and His447, as
illustrated in Figure 2. The noncovalent Michaelis complex, which is
denoted as [W‚T+] or [W‚T0], was obtained by running a reverse reaction
starting from the corresponding [W-T+] or [W-T0].

Since our interest was the acylation reaction mechanism, only those
atoms within 20.0 Å of the hydroxyl oxygen atom of Ser203 were
allowed to move. No cutoff for nonbonded interactions was used in
the QM/MM calculations. Throughout the calculations, the pseudobond
was treated with the 6-31G* basis set and its corresponding effective
core potential parameters.50 AMBER 95 all-atom force field43 and the
TIP3P model for water60 were used. In QM/MM-FE calculations, the
time step used was 2 fs, and bond lengths involving hydrogen atoms
were constrained. A twin-range cutoff method was used to treat
nonbonded interactions, with a long-range cutoff of 12 Å, a short-range
cutoff of 8 Å, and the nonbonded pair list updated every 20 steps. The
temperature was maintained at 300 K using the weak coupling method
with a coupling time of 0.1 ps. Each FEP calculation consisted of 50
ps of equilibration and 200 ps of sampling. The final relative free

energies were taken as the average of the “forward” and “backward”
perturbation results.

2.4. Thermodynamic Integration. To compare the binding free
energy difference ofTFK+ and TFK0 in the mAChE enzyme, we
designed the “alchemical” thermodynamic cycle shown in Figure 3.

By Hess’s law, we have

The potential energy of the system is expressed as a function of a
coupling parameterλ that describes the transformation fromTFK+ to
TFK0; i.e.,

with λ ) 0 corresponding to a system withTFK+ and λ ) 1
corresponding to a system withTFK0. UTFK0(r) is the Hamiltonian of
TFK0, UTFK+(r), the Hamiltonian ofTFK+, andU0(r), the Hamiltonian
of the remainder of the system.

Then the free energy difference betweenλ ) 0 (TFK+) andλ ) 1
(TFK0) is

The TI calculations were performed by using the AMBER 8.0
package. Two thermodynamic cycles are calculated, one corresponding
to the diffusion stage and the other corresponding to the reaction stage.
For each calculation, a set of 12λ values were used withλ ) 0.009 22,
0.047 94, 0.115 05, 0.206 34, 0.316 08, 0.437 38, 0.562 62, 0.683 92,
0.793 66, 0.884 95, 0.952 06, 0.990 78, respectively. For eachλ, the
system was equilibrated for 40 ps at 300 K and data were collected for
the subsequent 100 ps. The convergence of the simulation was
monitored by checking the forward and backward calculations.

3. Results and Discussions

3.1. Wild-Type mAChE Complexes.Figure 4 illustrates the
calculated QM/MM potential energy paths for bothTFK+ and
TFK0 binding to the wild-type mAChE. Both binding processes
are spontaneous, and there appears no apparent energy barrier
associated with the nucleophilic attack of Ser203-Oγ at the
carbonyl-C of the ligand. The potential energy at the B3LYP-
(6-31G*) QM/MM level monotonically drops∼19.3 kcal/mol
during the covalent bond forming between Ser203-Oγ and the

(60) Jorgensen, W. L.; Chandrasekhar, J.; Madura, J. D.; Impey, R. W.; Klein,
M. L. J. Chem. Phys. 1983, 79, 926-935.

Figure 2. Illustration of the reaction coordinatedC-O + dN-H - dO-H

selected for the reverse reaction ofTFK+ (or TFK0) binding.

Table 2. Calculated TFK+ and TFK0 Binding Free Energies
through Thermodynamic Integration (Unit is kcal/mol)

∆AH2O ∆Anoncovalent
E ∆Acovalent

E ∆∆ADiffusion ∆∆AReaction

wild-type 37.9 48.4 58.1 10.5 9.7
H447I mutant 37.9 45.7 66.6a 7.8 20.9a

∆(H447I - wild) 0.0 -2.7 8.5 -2.7 11.2

a Suppose theTFK0/H447I complex exists.

Figure 3. Thermodynamic cycle ofTFK+ and TFK0 bindings in the
mAChE. Here [E‚T+] and [E‚T0] refer to the noncovalent enzyme-ligand
complexes, while [E-T+] and [E-T0] refer to the covalent complexes. “E”
can represent either “W” (wild-type mAChE) or “M” (H447I mutant
mAChE).

∆∆ATFK+fTFK0
Diffusion/Reaction) ∆ATFK0

Diffusion/Reaction- ∆ATFK+
Diffusion/Reaction

) {∆ATFK+fTFK0
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∆ATFK+fTFK0
E,coValent - ∆ATFK+fTFK0

E,noncoValent Reaction
(2)

U(r,λ) ) U0(r) + λUTFK0(r) + (1 - λ)UTFK+(r) (3)

∆Aλ)0f1 ) ∫0
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∂λ 〉
λ
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carbonyl-C ofTFK+, while only a 10.6 kcal/mol decrease is
observed between mAChE andTFK0. To estimate the free
energy change of the acylation reaction, we carried out a QM/
MM-FE perturbation study on both reactions ofTFK+ andTFK0

with mAChE; results are shown in Figure 4. The free energy
differences between the reactant and product are 26.1 and 21.0
kcal/mol for TFK+ andTFK0, respectively, indicating that the
covalent rearrangements associated with the binding of both
inhibitors are favorable.

Additionally, two thermodynamic cycles as shown in Figure
3 were designed to compare the binding affinity difference of

TFK+ andTFK0 in the same mAChE target. As shown in Table
2, it turns out that the free energy differences betweenTFK+

andTFK0 are 10.5 kcal/mol at the diffusion stage (forming an
initial noncovalent complex) and 9.7 kcal/mol at the reaction
stage (forming a covalent complex). Since the reaction is
spontaneous without any barrier, the diffusion stage is rate-
determined. Our result at the diffusion stage is qualitatively
consistent with experimental measurements that the ratio ofkon

andkoff with TFK+ is ∼4 orders of magnitude larger than that
of TFK0,37,38 while the reaction free energy differences of 9.7
kcal/mol derived from the thermodynamic integration is in good
agreement with that from QM/MM calculations. The detailed
calculations were shown in the Supporting Information.

3.2. Complex of H447I Mutant and TFK+. As mentioned
in the Computational Methods section, seven noncovalent
complex [M‚T+] models of the H447I mutant andTFK+ were
obtained via docking and QM/MM calculations. During the
subsequent MD simulations of these models, in six of seven
models, a water molecule was observed to diffuse into the center
of the triangle formed by Ser203, Ser229, and Glu334 in the

Figure 4. Determined minimum-energy paths and corresponding free energy changes along the reaction coordinate for theTFK+ andTFK0 binding to the
wild-type mAChE. From left to right, the reaction proceeds from the reactant to the tetrahedral product without an activation barrier. The values in black and
red denote the bond lengths of theTFK+ andTFK0 cases, respectively.

Figure 5. “Water” triad in the active site of the six [M‚T+] models. The
values of the distances in Å are averaged among six models.

Figure 6. Illustration of the reaction coordinate used for the H447I mutant
andTFK+ reaction, which isdOγ-Hγ + dOw-H - dOγ-C - dOw-Hγ - dH-Oδ.
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first 2 ns simulations; a representative snapshot from the
simulation is shown in Figure 5. Then we extended our MD
simulations to 10 ns for each model. The average distance of
the hydroxyl oxygenOγ of Ser203 to the oxygenOw of the
water is 2.72( 0.12 Å, that of the carboxyl oxygen of the
Ser229 backbone toOw of the water is 2.78( 0.18 Å, and that
of Ow of the water to one of carboxyl oxygensOδ1 of Glu334
is 2.66( 0.12 Å in all of the 10 ns trajectories. Generally, an
effective hydrogen bond can be characterized by the short
distance between the heteroatoms (less than 3.50 Å) and a bond
angle greater than 135°.44,61,62Using this criteria, the hydrogen
bond between the Ser203Oγ andOw is found in all the structures
in the 10 ns simulations, while the hydrogen bond betweenOw

andOδ1 is ∼99% and that betweenOw and Ser229-O is∼95%.
The water molecule is observed to flip between Ser229-O and
Oδ1, while the hydrogen bond betweenOγ andOw stays stable.

Three snapshots from the above MD simulations were
selected to explore the acylation reaction mechanism in the

H447I mutant. The water molecules beyond a 27 Å solvent
water sphere, centered on the active site (the hydroxyl oxygen
Oγ of Ser203), were removed. The three prepared QM/MM
models have 10 059 atoms (562 water molecules), 10 176 atoms
(602 water molecules), and 10 170 atoms (600 water molecules),
respectively. Each snapshot was first relaxed by the MM method
and then optimized with B3LYP(6-31G*) QM/MM calculations
using an iterative minimization approach,47 leading to an
optimized structure for the reactant. The QM subsystem consists
of the sidechains of Ser203 and Glu334, the water bridge and
TFK+, with the brokenCâ-CR bonds of Ser203 and Glu334
treated as two pseudobonds,50 resulting in a total of 48 QM
atoms. All other atoms are treated by MM. The reaction
coordinate (RC) is shown in Figure 6. Both forward and
backward RC driving calculations yield consistent curves, and
all the reaction paths are smooth and continuous.

All three QM/MM calculations led to very consistent results,
in which the water molecule between Ser203 and Glu334 plays
a “charge-relay” role during the TFK+ binding reaction with
the H447I mutant. Table 3 presents the relative potential energies
in the reactant (noncovalent complex), transition state, and

(61) Eriksson, M. A. L.; Nilsson, L.Eur. Biophys. J. Biophys. Lett.1999, 28,
102-111.

(62) Sheu, S. Y.; Yang, D. Y.; Selzle, H. L.; Schlag, E. W. Energetics of
hydrogen bonds in peptides.Proc. Natl. Acad. Sci. U.S.A.2003, 100 (22).

Figure 7. Active sites of the reactant, transition state, and product in QM/MM calculations for the complex of H447I mutant andTFK+.
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product (covalent complex), respectively. The calculated po-
tential energy barriers at the MP2(6-31+G*)/MM level are 8.2,
4.2, 10.6 kcal/mol. Several key geometry elements in the
reactant, transition state, and product are shown in Figure 7 and
also listed in Table 4. In spite of several variations in the three
initial setups, the active site structures of the transition state
and product are quite similar in the three calculations.

To estimate the free energy change of the acylation reaction
in H447I mutant, we carried out a QM/MM-FE perturbation
study on all the three snapshots. Figure 8 depicts one of three
free energy pathways, along with the corresponding potential
energy path. The dynamic fluctuations of MM residues con-
tribute at least 2 kcal/mol to the decrease of the reaction barrier.

In order to quantitatively assess the role of the individual
residues in the TFK+ binding reaction, we also calculated the
Van der Waals and electrostatic interactions between each MM
residue and QM subsystem for both the transition state and
reactant. The structures were taken from our B3LYP(6-31G*)/
MM calculations, and the partial charges were determined by
the single-point calculations for the transition state and reactant
structures, respectively. The energy difference between the
transition state and reactant is taken as the individual barrier

contribution of each MM residue. All the main contributors and
their average contributions are listed in Table 5.

In accord with experimental findings, our calculations show
that the oxyanion hole (Gly121, Gly122, Ala204) plays an
important role in stabilizing the transition state. The reactivities
of both G121A and G122A mutants towardTFK+ were 2000-
11 000-fold lower than that of the wild-type AChE.63 G121A
only affected the turnover number, and mutation of Gly122 also
had an effect on the Michaelis constant63 for substrate acetylth-
iocholine hydrolysis. In our 10 ns MD simulations, only the
backbone nitrogens of Gly122 and Ala204 form stable hydrogen
bonds with the carbonyl oxygen ofTFK+, which might help to
optimize the substrate orientation to participate in the acylation
reaction. The total stabilization energy contributed by the
oxyanion hole is around 7.0 kcal/mol. In addition, Gly120 in
the H447I mutant seems to destabilize the transition state, which
is different from what is seen in the wild-type AChE.17 In all
three QM/MM calculations, Glu202 occupies a position similar
to that in the wild-type and contributes around 3-7 kcal/mol
destabilization to the transition state, consistent with previous
theoretical results.17 In our MD simulations, Glu202 is found

(63) Ordentlich, A.; Barak, D.; Kronman, C.; Ariel, N.; Segall, Y.; Velan, B.;
Shafferman, A.J. Biol. Chem. 1998, 273, 19509-19517.

Figure 8. Free energy and potential energy paths of the acylation reaction along the reaction coordinate in one of the three [M‚T+] models.

Table 3. Calculated QM/MM Potential Energy Differences
(kcal/mol) for Three QM/MM Modelsa

MP2(6-31+G*)/MM B3LYP(6-31+G*)/MM B3LYP(6-31G*)/MM

First Snapshot
reactant 0.0 0.0 0.0
transition state 8.2 7.4 8.2
product -5.0 -1.1 2.0

Second Snapshot
reactant 0.0 0.0 0.0
transition state 4.2 5.8 7.5
product -8.0 -2.5 0.0

Third Snapshot
reactant 0.0 0.0 0.0
transition state 10.6 10.3 10.4
product 0.4 3.8 4.4

a The geometries are relaxed at the B3LYP(6-31G*)/MM level, and then
single-point calculations are performed at three different levels.

Table 4. Key Bond Lengths in the Reaction Centers of the
Reactant, Transition State, and Product in the QM/MM
Calculations of [M‚T+] Models

dC-Oγ dOγ-Hγ dHγ-Ow dOw-Hw1 dHw1−Oδ dOw-Hw2 dO-Hw2

First Snapshot
reactant 2.48 1.01 1.65 0.98 1.71 0.98 1.71
transition state 2.03 1.29 1.16 1.17 1.27 0.98 1.75
product 1.60 1.81 0.99 1.66 1.01 0.98 1.80

Second Snapshot
reactant 2.72 1.01 1.67 1.01 1.63 0.98 1.89
transition state 1.92 1.28 1.16 1.12 1.32 0.98 2.18
product 1.58 1.79 0.99 1.66 1.02 0.98 2.29

Third Snapshot
reactant 2.58 1.01 1.63 1.01 1.64 0.97 1.83
transition state 2.00 1.29 1.15 1.19 1.24 0.98 1.90
product 1.64 1.69 0.99 1.58 1.02 0.98 1.91
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to play an important role in maintaining the overall structure
of the active center. A hydrogen-bond networked cluster of polar
residues, including Tyr133, Glu202, Glu450, Ser229, and two
water molecules (one is between Tyr133 and Glu202, and the
other is between Glu450 and Glu202) are lined on one side of
the catalytic triad. Although Ser229 does not directly participate
in bond breaking and forming, it plays an essential role in
maintaining the integrity of the active site at both the wild-
type and H447I mutant mAChEs. The enzyme loses its activity
without Ser229.64 Finally, it must be noted that the hydrophobic
Ile447 is not directly involved in the bond breaking and forming
but contributes 3 to 4 kcal/mol destabilization energy to the
transition state.

3.3. Complex of H447I Mutant and TFK0. As mentioned
in the Computational Methods section, a total of eight [M‚T0]
complex models were obtained through three different ap-
proaches. The resulting eight models were then subjected to 10
ns MD simulations. Unlike in the [M‚T+] models, none of these
[M‚T0] models formed a stable “water triad” during the
simulations. Even when the simulation started from a model
based on [M‚T+] (the third approach for generating the [M‚T0]
model as outlined in the Computational Methods section), in
which the “water triad’’ has been formed, the water inside the
Ser203, Ser229, and Glu334 departed in less than 1 ns of MD
simulation. Figure 9 displays the positions of several key active
site residues during one of the MD simulations. In all these
simulations, the hydrogen bond between Ser203 and the water
was either disrupted after the first 2 ns of simulation or never
formed. Therefore, in the [M‚T0] models, we failed to find any
stable catalytic base that can accept a proton from Ser203 during
the acylation reaction, which is consistent with experimental
observations thatTFK0 shows no activity in the H447I mutant.
Additionally, QM/MM calculation with the initial structure of
[M‚T0] directly modified from [M‚T+] failed to reach a
convergence during optimization. All these facts indicate that
the positive charge of the ligandTFK+ plays an essential role
in forming an appropriate active center conformation for the
H447I mutant binding reaction. The positive charge might help
to stabilize the negatively charged residues Glu202 and Glu334,
as well as the oxyanion hole, which might have H-bonding with
Ser203 and Ser229. Once the catalytic water diffuses into the
center of the catalytic triangle, the triangle is “locked” and keeps
very stable. However, the “lock” can be broken easily or even
never formed ifTFK+ is replaced byTFK0 as shown in Figure
9. As compared toTFK+, larger RMSDs forTFK0 have been
captured in MD simulations.

Furthermore, our TI calculation also confirms that thermo-
dynamically theTFK+/H447I complex is much more favored
thanTFK0/H447I. As shown in Table 2, suppose we have the

(64) Stok, J. E.; Goloshchapov, A.; Song, C.; Wheelock, C. E.; Derbel, M. B.
H.; Morisseau, C.; Hammock, B. D.Arch. Biochem. Biophys.2004, 430,
247-255.

Figure 9. Several key residue elements in the active center of the complex of H447I mutant andTFK0 during one of the MD simulations.

Table 5. Individual Residue Contributions to the Transition State
Stabilization or Destabilization for Three H447I Mutant Snapshots
(Calculation Based on MP2(6-31+G*)/MM Calculations)a

Eele+vdw

first snapshot second snapshot third snapshot

Asp74 1.3 1.2 2.1
Gly120 1.7 2.1 5.7
Gly121 -1.9 -8.3 -1.9
Gly122 -1.9 -2.6 -2.5
Glu202 6.1 3.0 3.7
Ala204 -2.2 -3.5 -2.5
Glu285 1.7 1.4 1.4
Lys332 2.4 1.9 2.2
Asp333 -3.1 -2.2 -2.9
Asp396 -2.1 -1.7 -2.0
Asp404 -3.2 -2.3 -2.2
Glu431 -1.6 -1.2 -1.7
Ile447 2.8 1.6 3.5
Gly448 2.1 1.8 3.9
Glu450 -2.0 -2.0 -2.1
Arg525 2.2 1.7 1.8

a Eele+Vdw refers to the total nonbonded interaction energy including
electrostatic and vdW parts. Energy units are in kcal/mol.
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TFK0/H447I complex, the free energy difference ofTFK0

relative toTFK+ is 20.9 kcal/mol when forming the covalent
complex with the H447I mutant (reaction stage) which is
overwhelmingly larger than the difference of 7.8 kcal/mol during
the diffusion stage. Therefore, thermodynamically speaking, the
binding ofTFK0 to the H447I mutant is much less favored, too.
In addition, comparing the free energies during the diffusion
and reaction stages between the wild-type and H447I mutant
(see Table 1), the substantially larger difference during the
reaction stage further confirms our QM/MM results.

4. Conclusions

The present calculations suggest a new reaction mechanism
for two inhibitorsTFK+ andTFK0 binding to the H447I mutant
mAChE and provide a compelling explanation for the observed
different binding behaviors forTFK+ andTFK0 in both the wild-
type and the H447I mutant mAChEs.

First, our QM/MM calculations ofTFK+ andTFK0 in wild-
type mAChE demonstrate that the bindings ofTFK+ andTFK0

are spontaneous. The binding ofTFK+ to mAChE contributes
an∼27 kcal/mol stabilization to the resulting complex structure,
while the binding ofTFK0 causes a nearly 20 kcal/mol energy
decrease. These results are consistent with experimental binding
affinities of a related series of TMTFA inhibitors.39

Second, multiple MD simulations of the [M-T+] complex
consistently show that a water molecule resides in the position
originally occupied by His447 in the wild-type mAChE. This
water molecule is found to form three stable hydrogen bonds
with Ser203, Glu334, and Ser229, respectively. The QM/MM
calculations further demonstrate that this water molecule directly
participates in theTFK+ acylation reaction with the enzyme
where it acts as a charge relayer, accepting one hydroxyl proton
from Ser203 while simultaneously passing one of its protons
to the carboxylate of Glu334. However, in the wild-type
mAChE, no water was observed to occupy similar positions;
therefore, it is unlikely for the wild-type mAChE to adopt such
a “charge-relay” reaction mechanism.

Third, multiple MD simulations started from different [M‚
T0] models all demonstrate that a stable Ser203, Ser229, and
Glu334 triad with a water molecule inside cannot be obtained.
No other residue near Ser203 can act as a catalytic base to
abstract a hydroxyl proton from Ser203 during the acylation
reaction, which explains whyTFK0 is inactive in the H447I
mutant.

Finally, we investigated and compared the binding affinities
of TFK+ andTFK0 in the mAChE using TI calculations. Our
result confirms that the complexes [M‚T+] and [M-T+] are
much more stable thermodynamically than the corresponding
TFK0 complexes. And these findings corroborate the above QM/
MM calculations and experimental observations.

In conclusion, we explored theTFK+ and TFK0 inhibition
mechanisms in both the wild-type and H447I mutant mAChEs.
Despite the replacement of the catalytic base His447,TFK+ still
demonstrates high binding affinity to the H447I mutant. Our
computational studies suggest that a water molecule might act
as a “charge relayer” and facilitate the binding of the ligand to
the enzyme while this is not true for the binding of the neutral
analogueTFK0. We hope that these results will stimulate further
experimental studies.
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